Fuck This Packet 2 Packet 3: Editor’s Strike Back Edition
Packet by: Harris Bunker, Trent Koch, Tony Incorvati, Alan Hettinger
Tossups:
1. One approximately 6-and-a-half-minute song by Dream Theater off of their Awake album is simply titled
for this word and opens by describing “Daybreak” “at the bottom of a lake”. A form of this word is the last
word in the title of a song by Slash and Myles Kennedy’s group where the lyrics says “You’re a this word “and
repeats that phrase four times. (*) A Linkin Park song from Meteora containing the gerund form of this verb has
Mike Shinoda awkwardly say in spoken word “no turning back now” and rap “This isn't what I wanted to be, I never
thought what I said would have you running from me.” Noted causer-of-shitty-relationships Chris Brown might
have caused Eminem to pick Rihanna to sing the chorus to “I love the Way You [this word]”. For 10 points, identify
this angsty verb that is not done by Shakira’s hips and denotes untruthfulness.
ANSWER: lie (accept word forms like lies, lying, lied, had lied, etc.)
2. “Only Time” by Enya plays as this character is impaled and then dies in the YouTube Poop called “This
Character’s New Band Makes Him Suicidal” which is based off an episode where two performers of this
character's band spit on drum sticks to try to get sound to come out. In a deleted scene, this character steps
through an open glass door only to notice gasoline on the ground which is then lit on fire by a robotic hand
with a match. This character says “Shut your halfwit pie holes!” after two character initiate him into their
club by just chanting “welcome to our club” (*). This character gives a cynical diatribe to a co-worker about
“cooking food for 40 years and then dying” while his co-worker is watching a seahorse. After winning a snail racing
cup, this man wins a trophy where his last name is misspelled as “Tortellini”. For 10 points, identify this generally
miserable neighbor of Spongebob who lives in an Easter Island head.
ANSWER: Squidward Tentacles
3. Note: This tossup has a super power worth 20 points.
A YouTube video titled “Ghetto” this TV show features its protagonist trolling on worldstarhiphop.com and
he asks his sister for some lotion after seeing a butt on the internet. Another video containing footage from
this show, “MC Ride and the Death Grips are a really great band” (**) says one character, and another
character has his mind blown by the song “Get Got” which causes Anthony Fantano to appear in his head. A
screenshot from this show contains a character with brown substance on his hand with the quote “I’m so
fucked up” in an allusion to the Shinji masturbation scene from Evangelion. (*) One meme about this TV show
shows its protagonist’s fist often accompanied with something frustrating. In the show, he is about to punch his
sister, and another episode from this series premiers the hot hit “Having Fun Isn’t Hard When You Got a Library
Card”. For 10 points, identify this Canadian-American TV show about Buster and his titular friend: dorky
anthropomorphic member of the Tubulidentata order.
ANSWER: Arthur
4. Along with Robyn, this artist opened for Katy Perry on Perry’s California Dreams Tour. The line “I know
exactly I walk and talk like a machine” appears in a track by this artist whose two-word title is repeated after
“I'm now becoming my own self-fulfilled prophecy” is said by the speaker. This musical artist of the 2015
album FROOT (*) and the songs “Oh No!”, and “Bubblegum Bitch”, stars in a music video where she sings in front
of men in Speedos who are takings showers. The song featured in that music video contains the lyric “Boys they like
the look of danger” after the title phrase is said. For 10 points, please name this Welsh singer likely most famous for
her 2012 album Electra Heart which included the songs “Primadonna” and “How to be a Heartbreaker”.
ANSWER: Marina and the Diamonds (accept her real name Marina Diamandis)

5. Some blue light strikes the soloing guitarist during one of this band’s music videos in which a man in a top
hat walks down some steps. On their album Ram It Down, this band did a cover of Chuck Berry’s “Johnny B.
Goode”, while Disturbed did a cover of one this band’s song on their 2011 album The Lost Children. The title
figure of one song by this band of “Nightcrawler” (*) brings “mankind to its knees”, is “half man and half
machine” and is “faster than a bullet”. This band of “Living after Midnight” came from the same country as Venom
and Iron Maiden. For 10 points, identify this New Wave of British Heavy Metal band who made the songs
“Breaking the Law”, “Painkiller” as well as “You Got Another Thing Coming”.
ANSWER: Judas Priest
6. It’s unfortunately not “It’s on like Donkey Kong,” but this phrase had a trademark registration
successfully filed in January 2011. In The Decline and Fall of Practically Everybody, Will Cuppy facetiously
defined this term as “a seven-stringed harp” over half a decade before its more mainstream usage. This
phrase was assumed to be implied following the suggested use of operant conditioning to make one person
“jump out of a pool,” and was used repeatedly by someone hiding in a (*) ball pit. Memes invoking
mispronounced versions of this phrase include one that begins “Hey Hellary wanna sat in my spot?” and another that
begins “Hey Panty, wanna retake Constantinople?” This phrase has been rendered in memes as “glockenspiel,” and
“Zimbabwe,” featuring distorted pictures of the show from which it originates. For 10 points, name this cringey
phrase commonly used after a joke, popularized by Sheldon Cooper on The Big Bang Theory.
ANSWER: “Bazinga!” (accept “barzoople” and other meme versions) [Editor’s Note: The Hillary meme ends with
“Benghazi” and the Constantinople one with “Byzantium,” of course.]
7. Warning: two occupations required.
One person, whose real last name is Hyatt, is known for working in both of these careers and has a Master's
Degree from Queens College and also taught special ed in the NYC area. A common internet meme about a
person who has worked in both of these professions sees them holding a book titled Existentialism from
Dostoevsky to Sartre. John Waters allowed one person who used to work in one of these professions to appear
in his movies Cry Baby and Serial Mom named (*) Traci Lords. One person who used to work in one of these
professions but now works in the other starred with Elijah Wood in Open Windows and appeared as Amy in the
horror film Would You Rather. That person is Sasha Grey. For 10 points, identify these two careers, one worker of
which would star in dreadful films like Transformers, while another would be in such questionable ventures as 21
Hump Street.
ANSWER: Pornstar and Actor (prompt on partial; accept Adult film star or logical equivalents and actress
instead of actor)
8. One person with this surname won only one race out of the 120 he entered at the 2006 All Star Circuit of
Champions. An article about one driver with this surname is subtitled “A NASCAR career of controversy”
and tells of how a driver with this surname slammed his car into Ryan Newman’s Number 39 back at a 2012
race at Darlington. Another driver with this name won the Xfinity series race at Atlanta this season as well as
back-to-back Truck Series wins at Kansas and Charlotte. His Motorsports team competes in that Truck
Series. One driver with this surname drives the Number 18 Toyota Camry, is the 2009 Nationwide Series
Champion while another driver with this surname drives the Number 41 Ford Fusion (*) and won the 2004
Nextel Series Championship. For 10 points, what surname is shared by 2015 Sprint Cup Champion Kyle and his
brother Kurt?
ANSWER: Busch [Ed. Note: I apologize for the racing question if people thought it sucked. I thought I had to have
one racing question ha ha :/]

9. Jonathan Taylor Thomas directed one episode of this show called “Haunted House”, in which the main
character encourages his grandson to face his fears. Frankie Muniz guest starred as the bank clerk Richard
Clark in one episode of this TV show. One character on this show was played in the first season by Nick
Jonas, but he was replaced by Jordan Masterson (*) after his character became a regular in the second season.
The main character of this show has 3 daughters. His favorite daughter is the tomboy Eve, who enjoys outdoor
activities and has similar views as her father, unlike her more liberal sisters. For 10 points, give the name of this
recently cancelled Tim Allen/ABC sitcom that deserved to be canceled because Tim Allen is a fucking snitch.
ANSWER: Last Man Standing (Editor’s Note: For those not in the know, Tim Allen was arrested for possession of
650 grams of cocaine in 1978, and avoided a possible life imprisonment by giving up the names of other dealers.)
10. Before puking into the toilet, a heaving character in this film hits his face and breaks a glass mirror with
his head then eats a lot of room service food. While practicing a speech on a helicopter about a “philatelist”, a
character tries cocaine for the first time after another character says “it’s just cocaine. It’s not going to kill
you!” One character in this film wants to go to the 1988 Seoul Olympics (*) and win gold in his event, which he
tells another character with a distinctive nose. Marc Ruffalo plays the brother to the protagonist of this Bennett
Miller film and is shot dead by the villain in this film after the villain asks “do you have a problem with me? ” For
10 points, name this underrated 2014 drama in which Channing Tatum stars as a wrestler who trains under the
insane, Steve Carell-played John DuPont.
ANSWER: Foxcatcher
11. While his wife was recovering from a coma in early 2017, this retired athlete told her to say that he is
always right. This man attacked Kyrie Irving for not knowing anything about being a father when Kyrie has
a son. In late June 2017, this man made a hilarious entrance into the WWE/RAW arena before taking off his
shirt and in one interview said “realistically you can't win no championship with three white guys (*) because
the foot speed is too slow”. This man, who said he could have beaten Michael Jordan one-on-one, accused Stephen
A. Smith of trying to kill him and claimed “we the ones who built Chino Hills” on a First Take episode. This man’s
shoe company sells 220 dollar sandals and a pair of “ZO2’s” runs for 495 dollars. For 10 points, identify this Big
Baller and father of new Lakers point guard Lonzo Ball.
ANSWER: Lavar Ball (prompt on Ball or Big Baller)
12. In the film in which this song first appears, one audience member applauds before being shouted down by
those sitting immediately around him. A singer in this tune warns “Look out Europe, we’re going on tour”. A
2005 film that included this song also featured Uma Thurman as Ulla Inga Hansen Benson Yansen Tallen
Hallen Svaden Swanson Bloom, who performs in a stage production of this song wearing a gaudy eagle
costume. (*) One singer in this show tune sings that “Deutschland is happy and gay”. One performer in this song
proclaims “Don’t be stupid be a smarty/Come and join the Nazi party”. The audience misinterprets this song as
satire after Roger De Bris plays the titular character as flamboyantly gay. For 10 points, name this song, the opening
number of the fake musical in Mel Brooks’ The Producers.
ANSWER: “Springtime for Hitler”

13. In an interview, this musical artist claims that when in the sixth grade, he broke down crying when asked
to talk about a current event in front of the class because he was afraid of being made fun of due to his
condition. This artist claims “Who would try to change the seasons if they could? /The state of the condition
insults my intuitions/And it only makes me crazy and my heart like wood.” in a song whose music video is in
black and white and multiple videos of this man are on the screen at once. In a song called “this artist’s
world” this singer says he is “fat man, black and white and brown man”. (*) Another 1990s hit song by this
artist is a “a scoobie oobie doobie scoobie doobie melody” and tells of this musician’s’ problems with stuttering. For
10 points, identified this mustachioed singer who was known for his extremely fast singing in his namesake shortsyllabic style.
ANSWER: Scatman John (accept John Paul Larkin)
14. Headlines in this game include “Cat Burglar Spotted, Mistaken for Dalmatian” and “Rumors Persist in
Kitty Kibble Shortage; Unfounded Say Many,” as well as many quotes from “Tommy B. Saif.” This game’s
soundtrack includes the songs “Updown Town” and “Central Park Sunday”. Maria Montoya, Randall Snoop,
and Mortimer Green appear as advisors in this PC game, which unlike its predecessor contains a simulated
(*) waste management system and new landmarks such as the World Trade Center. The RCI index appears in this
game’s interface and displays demand for various zones, and Quigley Insurance is the rarest and tallest building in
this game. This game was originally intended to be in full 3D, though such graphics would not arrive until this
game’s successor, which was simply subtitled “4.” Developed by Maxis and Will Wright, for 10 points, name this
1999 city building simulation game, the third in the SimCity series.
ANSWER: SimCity 3000 (accept SimCity 3000 Unlimited, SC3K, SC3KU; prompt on SimCity)
15. While another character is rattling on prison bars, this technique is done to the guard by a character who
also uses this martial arts technique on a helmeted man with a sword and a shield in the same TV show. This
technique, once used on a horse, was also done to a Le-matya by Selek in an animated series. The only person
immune to this technique was Gary Seven because of his unusual metabolism.(*) The most famous user of this
technique tried to use it on Khan in Into Darkness but it was only partially effective. This technique was used on
Devor by Captain Jean-luc Picard in Voyager. For 10 points, name this martial technique used by Spock and other
members of his species that makes the recipient unconscious.
ANSWER: Vulcan Neck Pinch (prompt on neck pinch)
16. One of this city’s mottos is “Quanti canicula ille in fenestra” which is Latatian and also extremely bad
Latin for “how much is that bitch (female dog) in the window”. This city was, according to myth, founded by
two brothers raised by a hippopotamus. Notable locations in this city include the Dwarven Bread Museum.
This fictional city is home to the largest Dwarf population outside of Uberwald. This city first appears in (*)
The Color of Magic. This city is nicknamed “the great Wahoonie” and in Men at Arms, many of this city’s monarchs
are listed, almost all of whom were overthrown. For 10 points name this mercantile capital of Terry Pratchett’s
Discworld.
ANSWER: Ankh-Morpork (accept Ankhius et Morporkia, but tell them how much of a fucking nerd they are if
they answer with that)

17. A character in this film offers some Jordan almonds to call a character’s bluff about food poisoning that
was from some “weird chicken”. One character in this movie repeatedly calls someone “stove” saying that
“stove is not a name” after saying “help me I’m poor”. In a later scene, one character in this movie sees a
woman in colonial garb sitting on a wing of the an (*) airplane, and another character in this film takes puppies as
“party favors”. A Canadian police officer tells his female companion to eat a ugly carrot because it is the lucky
carrot. A character played by Melissa McCarthy offers a bear sandwich to an air marshal in the context of a sexual
encounter. For 10 points name this film by Paul Feig which also stars Kristen Wiig about the titular group of female
wedding attendants.
ANSWER: Bridesmaids
18. This team’s mascot, who was the first baseball mascot to be thrown out at a game, wore an exclamation
mark for this number. In the 1994 season, Moises Alou was named an All Star for this NL team and this team
had the best record in all of baseball prior to the player’s strike which ended the ‘94 season prematurely in
August of that year. (*). The book Up, Up and Away tells of players like a man nicknamed “Le Grand Orange”,
Rusty Staub and was written by noted superfan: Jonah Keri. Along with the Chicago Cubs, Andre Dawson played
for this team and Tim Raines debuted for this team and spent 13 years playing for this team that played at the
Olympic Stadium. For 10 points, please name this NL Team that moved to Washington DC in 2004 and were named
for a 1967 event in Quebec.
ANSWER: Montreal Expos (accept either or Les Expos de Montréal)
19. This 2010 art house film opens with the protagonist running as Mozart plays in the background.
A long dinner party sequence in this film inexplicably features ballerinas running into the scene and dancing
as the protagonist plays a high E repeatedly. That dinner sequence features the song that the film is named
after. (*) During the same dinner sequence, a man asks Griffin whether he ever noticed that the girl he’s spent the
whole film falling in love with is a bird. He replies that he did not. This film mostly consists of attempts to fit a
story around songs from the director’s 2010 rap album. For 10 points, name this weird Kanye West-directed short
film that is named for a song on My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy.
ANSWER: Runaway
20. In one appearance, in a level where the player controls this character, the upgrade to break metal blocks
can be gotten after somersaulting underneath a yellow and black roller and doing a ring dash. A villainous
character tells this guy to murder the President and leader of GUN in one game where this character must
shoot down the president’s plane. (*) In a cutscene at the end of one game, it is revealed that there are dozens of
robot clones of this character who supposedly dies after falling to Earth to which another character says “Sayonara,
this character”. In his first appearance, this character awkwardly responds to a “faker” accusation. In this character’s
namesake game, he fights against Black Doom and says “damn” when he falls off the edge. For 10 points, identify
this red and black character introduced in Sonic Adventure 2 who is often—somewhat justifiably—called “edgy”.
ANSWER: Shadow the Hedgehog
21 (TB). A subreddit focussed on this game, /r/onebros, promises to make this game actually difficult by playing the
entire game at its first level. The writer of this question attempted a onebro run, only to almost get stuck on the
easiest boss, Pinwheel. That boss attempted to resurrect his wife and child by making masks of them attached to his
body. One popular piece of fanon about this game is that Solaire is the son of Gwyn, making him a demigod.
However, in the third game in this game’s series, The Nameless King is revealed to be Gwyn’s firstborn. For 10
points, name this notoriously hard From Software game set in Lordran.
ANSWER: Dark Souls

Bonuses:
1. Citizen Kane is often lauded as one of the best films of all time. Because of this, critics often use it as a
shorthand. For 10 points each, answer some questions about films that have been labelled “the Citizen Kane of bad
movies”.
[10] This Tommy Wiseau film is certainly the most enduring of so-bad-it’s-good movies and contains such lines as
“YOU ARE TEARING ME APART LISA”.
ANSWER: The Room
[10] This 2013 movie is a lot less enjoyable to watch. It somehow features basically every famous comedic actor
ever, despite being a godawful sketch comedy in which many of the sketches are about how the movie shouldn’t
exist. The title number supposedly refers to the number of actors in the film.
ANSWER: Movie 43
[10] This 1936 film is often hailed as the OG of Z movies. It is a propaganda film about how the devil’s lettuce
turns smokers into hyper-violent, sex crazed maniacs.
ANSWER: Reefer Madness (also accept Tell Your Children, The Burning Question, Dope Addict, Doped Youth, or
Love Madness)
2. This TV show’s theme opens with the “It used to my mother and my sister and me. A happy, little family and
alright with me”. For 10 points each:
[10] First, identify this Disney Channel show whose title annoying character who is a straight D student though he
somehow got into Queen’s University with his sister, whose family joined with his.
ANSWER: Life with Derek
[10] You are perhaps more familiar with this Disney show whose title pet maintains an ersatz internet log of his
activities after yet another pair of families join together and they discover their pet can talk and type apparently.
ANSWER: Dog with a Blog
[10] Vaguely remember the Disney Channel animated series Fish Hooks? This actor lent his voice to the protagonist
Milo but you may know him for starring in the canine-adoption adventure Disney Channel original film called Life
is Ruff.
ANSWER: Kyle Massey
3. Everyone knows that Adam Sandler’s version of the Longest Yard sucks, so answer some questions related to the
original film for 10 points each.
[10] This actor portrayed Paul Crewe, a former NFL player thrown in jail for betting on games and he decides to
challenge the guards to a game of football for fun. This actor also starred in one of Sterling Archer’s favorite
movies: Gator.
ANSWER: Burt Reynolds
[10] Reynolds plays this position on the Mean Machine’s team. Another person who used to play this position is
Uncle Rico from Napoleon Dynamite.
ANSWER: quarterback (also accept QB)
[10] This character, played by James Hampton in the original film, is killed by Unger who was originally trying to
kill Crewe. This character unfortunately dies after a bomb goes off.
ANSWER: Caretaker

4. If there’s one thing Quizbowlers share, it’s a love of the game show Jeopardy! For 10 points each, answer some
questions about Jeopardy! as portrayed by SNL.
[10] During the late ‘90s and early 2000’s, one recurring segment on SNL was Celebrity Jeopardy!, where a
mustachioed Will Ferrell portrayed Alex Trebek’s conflicts with the celebrity guests, which always included Darrell
Hammond as this Scottish actor.
ANSWER: Sean Connery
[10] Modern SNL fans would more likely recognize Black Jeopardy! hosted by this character, played by Kenan
Thompson. This host often bonds with the other black contestants, usually at the expense of the single white
contestant.
ANSWER: Darnell Hayes
[10] During the Celebrity Jeopardy! segment featuring French Stewart, Burt Reynolds, and Sean Connery, Sean
Connery answered “V” for final jeopardy. What did he wager?
ANSWER: Suck it Trebek [Editor’s Note: It is a pure coincidence of packetizing that Burt Reynolds appears in
back-to-back bonuses.]
5. A CollegeHumor parody of this filmmaker has a voiceover including the nicknames “Happy Streeter” and “Strong
Patty.” For 10 points each:
[10] First, name this unapologetically British director of nickname-heavy crime comedies including Revolver,
RocknRolla, and Lock, Stock, and Two Smoking Barrels.
ANSWER: Guy Ritchie
[10] Ritchie also wrote and directed this 2000 crime comedy about the search for a stolen diamond and a boxing
promoter under a mob boss’s thumb. Te cast of this London-based film includes Brad Pitt as “One Punch” Mickey
O’Neill and Rade Šerbedžija [“RAW”-deh “share”-BED-zhee-yah] as Boris “The Blade” Yurinov.
ANSWER: Snatch
[10] The promoter in Snatch, nicknamed “Turkish,” is played by this perennial action movie actor who also starred
in Revolver and Lock, Stock.
ANSWER: Jason Statham
6. For this bonus, you’re going to have to get angery [ANG Gurr Ree]. So get angery and answer some questions about
that feeling for 10 points each.
[10] If you are a member of any Facebook meme pages, you’d know some posters encourage the use of the angery
version of what type of icon? Other type of these objects sorta include the like button include the limited time
release flower icon and the wow face.
ANSWER: Reactions
[10] According to McDonald’s, a lotta people get angery when this food item disappears off the menu. But don’t
worry, it’ll be back soon. This awful food item is barbeque flavored and is apparently a mainstay on the menu in
Germany.
ANSWER: McRib
[10] In the origin story of the Angry Birds video games, the Angry Birds Movie, noted thespian Danny Mcbride
voices this angry bird. In the games, this bird is depicted with thick red eyebrows and has a yellow feather on his
head.
ANSWER: Bomb

7. This team plays its home games in what is now called PPG Paints Arena and has its games announced by Paul
Steigerwald. FTPE:
[10] Name this NHL Eastern Conference team that has now unfortunately won back-to-back Stanley Cups behind
the decent Sidney Crosby.
ANSWER: Pittsburgh Penguins (accept either)
[10] This center player led the Penguins to two consecutive Stanley Cups in 1991 and 1992 and is nicknamed “Le
Magnifique”. This player holds the second-highest goals-per-game average in NHL history and is the current owner
of the Penguins.
ANSWER: Mario Lemieux
[10] In NHL free agency, the Penguins lost this 33 year old defensemen to Harris’ Detroit Red Wings. This player,
who used to play for the Dallas Stars, had 19 points for Pittsburgh last year and should improve the shitty Red
Wings offense.
ANSWER: Trevor Daley
8. For 10 points each, answer some questions about a famously not-famous rock band.
[10] This band was formed in 1964 out of a partnership between Lou Reed and John Cale. Their songs include “Pale
Blue Eyes”, “Venus in Furs”, and “Heroin”.
ANSWER: The Velvet Underground
[10] The Velvet Underground were managed for a brief time by Andy Warhol, and served as the house band at this
famous Manhattan studio of Warhol’s.
ANSWER: The Factory
[10] A famous saying about this band is that, though its first album only sold a few thousand copies, everyone who
bought a copy went on to start a band. That first album was a collaboration with this German singer and model, who
later appeared in Federico Fellini’s La Dolce Vita.
ANSWER: Nico
9. For 10 points each, answer the following questions about memorable NFL chokes involving kickers.
[10] Scott Norwood notably missed a game winning field goal in Super Bowl XXV in which this team lost to the
New York Giants. This AFC East team lost a remarkably pitiful 4 straight Super Bowls.
ANSWER: Buffalo Bills (accept either)
[10] The Moneysota Vikings were 15-1 in the 1998 regular season and the NFC Championship game before this
kicker, who had a perfect regular season on kicking field goals, missed a 38 yarder which allowed the Falcons to win
the game by 3 in overtime.
ANSWER: Gary Anderson (prompt on Anderson because kicker Morten Andersen won that very game for Atlanta)
[10] In the 2012 playoffs, Billy Cundiff, while playing for this team, had a chance to send the AFC Championship to
overtime by just hitting a 32 yard field goal. This team would win the AFC Championship the next season without
Mr. Cundiff who was replaced by the superior Justin Tucker.
ANSWER: Baltimore Ravens (accept either but do not accept Baltimore Colts)

10. Answer the following bonus questions about shitty shounen anime that get way too much buzz from supposed
anime connoisseurs.
[10] The first arc of this new-school anime is about Kirito who plays a beta version of the titular game and is trapped
inside of it. To win the game, he has to get to the top floor of the floating castle in the sky and defeat the final boss.
ANSWER: Sword Art Online (or Sōdo Āto Onrain)
[10] This anime gave birth to many YouTube anime profile pictures of its protagonist Ichigo Kurosaki who has
orange air, wears all black clothes like an edgelord, and carries his sword in its Zanpakuto sheath on his back. Ichigo
happens to be a part-time Soul Reaper after Rukia is injured in battle.
ANSWER: Bleach
[10] For your hard part, you have to identify this character from the horrible anime Fairy Tail who used to be a dark
mage when he lost his memory. This blue-haired character with a weird marking on his face was the main antagonist
of the Tower of Heaven arc.
ANSWER: Jellal Fernandes (accept either I guess)
11. Answer the following about the sometimes good—often horrible—covers of Michael Jackson songs.
[10] In this song, which was famously covered by Alien Ant Farm, the speaker asks “Annie are you okay?”
numerous times throughout the song. AAF’s music video has them playing in a wrestling ring surrounded by fans.
ANSWER: “Smooth Criminal”
[10] Along with John Mayer, this band did a somewhat edgy cover of “Beat It”. That song appeared on their greatest
hits album Believers Never Die which included a version of “Sugar, We’re Goin’ Down”.
ANSWER: Fall Out Boy
[10] This musical artist made a famous cover of the Jackson 5’s “I’ll be There”. With Trey Lorenz, she did a
performance of the song at Jackson’s funeral in 2009.
ANSWER: Mariah Carey
[Editor’s Note: Not so fun fact: John Mayer played guitar at Jackson’s funeral.]
12. For 10 points each, answer some questions about Quentin Tarantino’s favorite parts of his movies: the feet.
[10] In Death Proof, Kurt Russell’s character surreptitiously licks the foot of Abernathy Ross, played by this actress,
while she naps in her car.
ANSWER: Rosario Dawson
[10] Tarantino’s favorite feet seem to be Uma Thurman’s. In this film, the audience sees Thurman’s bare feet before
her face during her character’s introduction to Vincent Vega who is played by John Travolta.
ANSWER: Pulp Fiction
[10] Tarantino’s favorite foot scene is probably from this film, which was written by him and directed by Robert
Rodriguez. A scene in this film features a stripper, played by Salma Hayek, pouring beer down her leg onto her feet,
where it is sucked off by Richard who happens to be played by Quentin Tarantino
ANSWER: From Dusk Til Dawn

13. FTPE, answer some questions about the speedrunning career of the now-legendary Cheese05.
[10] Within one month, Cheese recorded the first-ever sub-100-minute run of this game, then regained his record
less than a day after losing it. Name this classic Nintendo 64 game in which Cheese collected all 120 stars in a
world-record time of 1:39:28 [1 hour, 39 minutes, and 28 seconds].
ANSWER: Super Mario 64
[10] “Easy, breezeless, beautiful” is regularly spammed in Cheese’s Twitch chat upon completion of a difficult skip
in this level. Most stars in this level involve collecting red coins from massive mushrooms or ascending the aptlynamed title object.
ANSWER: Tall, Tall Mountain
[10] In his second 1:39 run, Cheese shaved nearly 17 seconds off his pace on stars such as “Roll into the Cage”
located in this late-game level. This level is a notorious run-killer due to its many moving parts and has since been
reincarnated in the Mario Kart series.
ANSWER: Tick Tock Clock
14. Because the bonus from FTP 1 on power metal went over so swimmingly, answer some more 10 point-valued
questions on power metal.
[10] This Dutch band, fronted by the almost-operatic Simone Simons and the guitarist Mark Jansen is notable for
“Kingdom of Heaven” song series and their most recent album The Quantum Enigma which contains the single
“The Essence of Silence”.
ANSWER: Epica
[10] If you know one power metal band, it is hopefully this godfather power metal band fronted by Kai Hansen who
would later to go on to start Gamma Ray. This band’s best albums are undoubtedly Keeper of the Seven Keys Part I
and Part II.
ANSWER: Helloween
[10] This country, home to the popular bands Kamelot and the creators of Paradise Lost and The Odyssey,
Symphony X. Another group home to this country is the 80s heavy metal band Manowar.
ANSWER: United States of America (also accept Estados Unidos de América, or just Amerika to be lenient)
15. After Harris’ posts on the QB forums, you know there has to be an ironic question about statistics in sports. How
about a bonus on defensive statistics in baseball? Each bonus part is shockingly worth 10 points.
[10] After looking at defensive statistics, it’s frankly a joke that this long time Yankees shortstop won five Gold
Gloves as he only had four seasons with a positive Total Zone Total Fielding Runs Above Average.
ANSWER: Derek Jeter
[10] This website probably is the best repository of stats for defense. This website, run by Dave Cameron, gives
several defensive stats created by John Dewan’s Fielding Bible including the encapsulating defensive runs saved stat
which gives 1.6 runs to players who steal a homer.
ANSWER: FanGraphs
[10] The Fielding Bible gives an adjustment to the plus/minus of first basemen for being or not being in this
situation. This situation requires that second base be open.
ANSWER: Holding a runner on first base (accept equivalents like a runner is on first base)

16. This man was deported in 1911 to Onega and worked on the Leninist newspaper Novy Mir while in New York.
Yes, this question is semi-academic, but it gets worse. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this Russian author of Economics of the Transitional Period who succeeded Grigory Zinovyev as head
of the Comintern executive committee. Stalin purged this dude though in 1938.
ANSWER: Nikolai Bukharin
[10] This Russian anarchist feuded with Karl Marx in the First International, eventually leading to the organization’s
breakup, much to the chagrin of the modern far-left. He wrote God and the State and was also noted for his open
anti-Semitism.
ANSWER: Mikhail Bakunin
[10] This American and fan of weird hats was a former anarchist who left the anarchist movement, accusing
contemporary anarchists of “lifestylism”. His books include Post-Scarcity Anarchism and he heavily influenced
Kurdish nationalist Abdullah Ocalan.
ANSWER: Murray Bookchin
NOTE TO READERS: Only read the next bonus part if the team has gotten 0 points so far. If they have >= 10
points, say “Look up pictures of Bukharin and Bookchin’s hats when you get back home because you missed a
fourth bonus part on Kropotkin.” Otherwise, read this bonus part:
[10] This socialist crackpot of “Fields, Crops, and Factories” said that resources could be appropriated without a
revolution and a bunch of BS about mutual aid in his magnum opus about collectivizing the title foodstuff, The
Conquest of Bread
ANSWER: Peter Kropotkin
17. One group of sets in this theme had to rescue the captured All American Rejects from the Piraka. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this toy theme whose first year was about a number of canisters who washed up on the island of Mata
Nui. Several films of questionable quality were made for this theme including one subtitled Mask of Light and one
subtitled Web of Shadows.
ANSWER: BIONICLE (prompt on Biological Chronicle)
[10] BIONICLE supposedly made this toy company profitable again. This toy company is notable for its bricks
which can cause you to yelp in pain if you step on them.
ANSWER: LEGO
[10] Both the LEGO Technic Slizers/Throwbots and the so-called McToran released in McDonald’s Happy Meals
threw items of this type. In 2004, the Konaka type of this generic item was released in several sets including Vakama
Metru and the Matoran of that year.
ANSWER: disc (accept specific types of discs of specific levels for Slizers or like Konaka disc, Tohunga Bamboo
disc, etc.)

18. For 10 points each, answer the following about Blizzard’s delightfully salt-inducing team-based FPS known as
Overwaifu.
[10] The unofficial mascot of the game is this time-traveling offense hero whom Blizzard cleverly used to rake in
LGBT brownie points. Name this charming Brit who has caused endless suffering for the Lúcio main who wrote this
bonus.
ANSWER: Tracer (accept Lena Oxton)
[10] Among the less respected heroes in the cast list is this defense hero who excels at mid-range if he can land a
shot. In competitive lobbies, picking this Japanese archer character is often met with much derision and “switch
please” being spammed in chat.
ANSWER: Hanzo Shimada
[10] Hanzo’s meme status is cemented by a few iconic voice lines, perhaps most notably this Japanese phrase he
shouts when performing his ultimate. Give this phrase that roughly translates to “the dragon consumes our enemies”
and signals the enemy team to ideally just move sideways a little bit.
ANSWER: “Ryū ga waga teki wo kurau!” (accept really anything sufficiently angry and Japanese)
19. Time for blast to the past when the writers of this set were in middle school and the Black Eyed Peas still
pretended to be musical artists, Eminem made good music, and The Game was not a felon—oh wait, actually he
plead guilty to a felony weapons charge in 2008. Anyway, answer some questions about 2009 music for 10 points
each.
[10] This band released the oppressively boring and repetitive “Gives you Hell” in 2009 on their forgettable album
When the World Comes Down. Not to be confused with Green Day, this band may be more well known for the
album Move Along which featured the surprisingly catchy “Dirty Little Secret”.
ANSWER: The All-American Rejects
[10] This single by the then presumably sane Miley Cyrus rocketed up the charts back in 09. Cyrus says “you’ll
never reach it” while describing the title action. This song opens with the comically cliched “I can almost see it
That dream I am dreaming.”
ANSWER: “The Climb”
[10] This song by TI featured Justin Timberlake and was covered by Cute is What We Aim for on Punk Goes Punk
Volume 3. The phrase “Ooh, I've been travelin' on this road too long/Just trying to find, my way back home” appears
in the chorus of this song right before the singer says “the army is” the title two phenomena.
ANSWER: “Dead and Gone”
20. Recurring characters in this show’s sketches include Wendell Sanders, Mr. Garvey, and Luther. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this 2012 to 2015 Comedy Central show named after its hosting duo that consisted of several sketches
per episode: often playing on themes of race relations and pop culture.
ANSWER: Key & Peele
[10] Season 3, episode 8 of Key & Peele shares its title with this sketch showed within it, in which a high school
student gains fame for stealing the title joke from his classmate and popularizing it.
ANSWER: “High on Potenuse”
[10] Both theme songs of Key & Peele were composed and performed by this comedian. Name this improvisational
artist who currently serves as the bandleader and announcer for The Late Late Show with James Corden.
ANSWER: Reggie (Reginald Lucien Frank Roger) Watts

